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Families of Petri net languages are usually defined by varying the type of
transition labeling and the class of subsets of Nm to be used as sets of final
markings (m is the number of places). So far three main classes of subsets
have been studied: the trivial class containing as single element Nm, the class
of finite subsets of Nm, and the class of ideals (or covering subsets) of Nm. In
this paper we extend the known hierarchy of Petri net languages by consider-
ing the classes of semi-cylindrical, star-free, recognizable, rational (or semi-
linear) subsets of Nm. We compare the related Petri net languages. For
arbitrarily labeled and for *-free labeled Petri net languages, the above
hierarchy collapses: one does not increase the generality by considering semi-
linear accepting sets instead of the usual finite ones. However, for free-labeled
and for deterministic Petri net languages, we show that one gets new distinct
subclasses of languages, for which several decidability problems become solv-
able. We establish as intermediate results some properties of star-free subsets
of general monoids.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Petri net (PN) languages have received a lot of attention since the late seventies
[1416, 1921, 27]. Comprehensive surveys on PN languages can be found in the
work of Jantzen [16] and Peterson [21]. Different classes of PN languages have
been defined, depending on the choice of transition labeling (free, *-free, arbitrary)
and on the choice of the final markings set F. In the literature [21, 16], three
choices are common for F. Choosing F as the set of all reachable markings leads
to the definition of P-type languages, which represent the prefix-closed behaviors of
nets. Choosing F as a finite set leads to the definition of L-type languages. Choosing
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F as a covering set (i.e., ideal, see Section 3 below), leads to the definition of G-type
languages.
Vidal-Naquet [27] and Pelz [20] studied the classes of deterministic languages.
Determinism is a property of the labeling and of the net structure. Deterministic
languages were introduced as a trade-off between modelling power and analytical
tractability; it has been proved, in fact, that several important properties such as
language containment, become decidable when the net is deterministic.
Recently, PN have become a standard model for the study of discrete event
systems (DESs) and have been used within many different approaches such as
supervisory control [13, 17, 26], logic controller [6], max-plus algebra [2], and
stochastic processes [1]. Supervisory control theory [23] considers a DES as a
language generator. In particular, two languages are associated with a given DES
G: L(G), the prefix-closed behavior, i.e. the set of all words generated by the system;
and Lm (G), the marked behavior, i.e. the set of words that are accepted reaching
a final state. Final states are useful to represent desirable terminal properties.
E.g., in a manufacturing system one many require that no parts are left partially
unprocesses within the system at the end of an operation.
When PN are used as DES models, both L-type and G-type languages have been
used to represent the marked behavior of a net [11]. However, in many real cases,
it is useful to consider more general sets of final markings. For instance, terminal
states are frequently specified by constraints on a subset of resources (pallets being
in a fixed position, machines being idle, etc.). This can be modeled by fixing the
value of a partial marking (restriction of the marking to a subset of places), i.e. by
taking as set of final markings a cylinder of Nm, where m is the number of places
of the net. More generally, we may take a semicylindrical subset, which is a finite
union of cylinders. The semicylindrical subsets have appeared in the Petri net
literature as incompletely specified sets [21], but until now have received relatively
little attention. In some cases, it is desirable to mix partial marking constraints and
covering constraints. For instance, the specification ‘‘at least two parts must be
finished and the pallet must be empty’’ will be represented by a constraint of the
form M(p)2 and M(p$)=0, with obvious notations. A natural way to handle
such constraints is to introduce, star-free subsets of Nm, which are the closure of
finite subsets by the Boolean operations and addition. Other specifications require
more sophisiticated sets. For instance, making lots of size k may be modeled requir-
ing that the final number of tokens in a given place be a multiple of k. The corre-
sponding set of final markings is recognizable, but not star-free, unless k=1. Other
useful specifications on the terminal behavior may require that the markings of two
places p, p$ be in a bounded-fairness relation (i.e., |M(p)&M(p$)|K for some
constant K). This arises, for instance, if two different tasks (service of customers,
production of parts) have to be performed in almost identical quantities. More
generally, one may wish to include ratio specifications (i.e., |M(p)&rM(p$)|K for
some integers r and K). This kind of properties can be expressed by allowing the
set of final markings to be a rational (=semilinear) subset of Nm. Indeed, rational
final sets turn out to be natural, since the subsets of Nm definable by Presburger
formulae [15] are precisely the rational subsets: Presburger formulae seem to con-
tain all the practically ‘‘reasonable’’ specifications on final markings.
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In this paper, we study the natural hierarchy of subsets of Nm: finite, ideal,
(semi)cylindrical, star-free, recognizable, rational (or semilinear). All these classes
are standard, except the class of star-free subsetsa commutative analogue of star-
free languages [22]that with a remarkable exception [12] has received little
attention in the literature. In the course of the paper we also incidentally derive
some general results about star-free subsets of cartesian products of arbitrary
monoids.
Considering different classes of final marking sets one obtains different classes of
languages. Thus we study the hierarchy of Petri net languages, induced by the
above hierarchy of subsets of Nm.
For arbitrarily labeled and for *-free labeled Petri net languages, this hierarchy
collapses; one does not increase the generality by considering semilinear accepting
sets instead of the usual finite ones. However, for free-labeled and for deterministic
Petri net languages, we show that one gets new distinct subclasses of Petri net
languages. We also prove that language containment remains decidable for the new
deterministic classes we define.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the notation on Petri nets.
Section 3 introduces various classes of subsets of Nm and recalls their basic proper-
ties. All these classes are standard, except the class of star-free subsets of Nm, which
is characterized in Section 4, where general properties of star-free subsets of groups
and of cartesian products of monoids are established. In Section 5 a Petri net
language is associated to each of these classes. The properties of these languages for
arbitrary and *-free labeling are also studied. In Section 6 deterministic languages
are considered. Part of this work has been presented in [8].
2. NOTATION
We first recall some classical definitions about Petri nets. See [18, 21] for more
details. A PlaceTransition net (PT net) or a Petri net is a 4-tuple N=(P, T, Pre,
Post), where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, Pre: P_T  N,
and Post: P_T  N are the input and output functions.
A marking is a vector M: P  N. A marked net (N, M0) is a net N equipped with
an initial marking M0 .
A transition t # T is enabled by a marking M if MPre( } , t). The firing of an
enabled transition t generates a new marking M$=M+Post( } , t)&Pre( } , t).
When a marking M$ is reached from marking M by executing a firing sequence of
transitions _=t1 } } } tk we write M[_)M$. We write M[_) to indicate that _ may
be executed from M. The set of markings reachable on a net N from a marking M
is called the reachability set of M and is denoted as R(N, M).
Let 7 denote a finite alphabet. A 7-labeled Petri net [16, 21] is a 2-tuple
G=(N, l), where N=(P, T, Pre, Post) is a Petri net, l: T  7 is a labeling function
that assigns to each transition a label from the alphabet of events 7.
Note that in our definition of labeled nets, we are assuming that l is a *-free
labeling function, according to the terminology of Peterson [21]; i.e., no transition
is labeled with the empty string *, while several transitions may have the same
label. The mapping l will be extended to a morphism T*  7*.
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A labeled net G with an initial marking M0 # NP, and a (possibly infinite) set of
final or accepted markings F/NP can be considered as a language generator. The
language accepted by G is the set of labels of firing sequences leading from the
initial marking to a final marking:
L(G, M0 , F )=[l(_) | _ # T*, M0 [_)M, M # F]. (1)
We denote by  the prefix order on 7* (i.e., uw if w=uz for some z # 7*).
For all a # 7, w # 7*, we denote by |w|a the number of occurrences of the symbol
a in w. We write / for the inclusion of sets and / for the strict inclusion (i.e., A / B
iff A/B and A{B), we denote by W3 the incomparability relation (A W3 B iff
A /3 B and B /3 A).
A monoid (S, } ) is a set S with an associative law } and a unit element e. A com-
mutative monoid will be denoted additively (+ instead } ; 0 instead of e).
3. SOME CLASSICAL CLASSES OF SUBSETS OF Nm
We next introduce various classes of subsets of Nm, and recall their basic closure
properties. All these facts are standard, except the characterization of star-free sub-
sets of Nm. These properties will be used intensively in the sequel, when defining the
corresponding classes of Petri net languages:
1. We denote by Triv(Nm) the ‘‘trivial’’ subset [Nm] of P(Nm).4
2. We denote by Fin(Nm) the set of finite subsets of Nm.
3. Given a subset I/[1, ..., m] and a vector v # Nm, the cylinder of basis (I, v)
is the subset C(I, v)=[x # Nm | \i # I, xi=v i]. We denote by SCyl(Nm) the set of
finite unions of cylinders, that we call semicylindrical subsets.
4. An ideal of the additive monoid Nm is a set X/Nm such that x # X,
y # Nm O x+y # X. Thus an ideal X is an upper set for the usual order , i.e.,
x # X, xy O y # X. The set of ideals of Nm will be denoted by Id(Nm). A principal
ideal is a set of the form A(x)=[y # Nm | xy]. As is well known [25,
Theorem 3.12], an ideal of Nm is finitely generated (i.e., it is a finite union of prin-
cipal ideals).
5. A subset X/Nm is star-free if it can be written as a finite expression
involving finite sets, vector sum of subsets, and the Boolean operations (union,
intersection, complement). More formally, the set of star-free subsets Sf(Nm) is the
least subset X/P(Nm) such that X#Fin(Nm), and \X, Y # X, X _ Y # X,
X & Y # X, +X # X, X+Y # X. A more effective characterization of star-free subsets
if provided below.
6. A subset X/Nm is recognizable if there exists a finite monoid (S, } ), a sub-
set K/S, and a morphism .: (Nm,+)  (S, } ) such that X=.&1(K). We denote
by Rec(Nm) the set of recognizable subsets. A more effective characterization of
recognizable subsets is provided below.
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4 Here P(X) denotes the power set of a set X.
7. We denote by Rat(Nm) the set of rational subsets of Nm, i.e., the least
subset of Nm containing Fin(Nm) and stable by the operations _, +, V.5 As is
well known (see, e.g., [7]), a subset X is rational iff it is semilinear, i.e., iff it can be
written as X=i # I (ui+V i*) for some finite family [(ui , Vi)] i # I/Nm_Fin(Nm).
We denote by
H(Nm)=[Triv(Nm), Fin(Nm), ..., Rat(Nm)]
the set of above classes. When the specification of m will be irrelevant or clear from
the context, we will write more simply H, Triv, Fin, etc., instead of H(Nm),
Triv(Nm), Fin(Nm), etc.
To obtain more effective characterizations of Rec and Sf, we observe that these
classes can be defined in a general (possibly noncommutative) monoid (S, } ), and
not only in (Nm, +), by merely replacing Nm by S and + by } in the above defini-
tions. Since (Nm, +) is the m-fold cartesian product of (N, +), this raises the ques-
tion of relating recognizable (resp. star-free) subsets of the cartesian product
monoid S_S$ with recognizable (resp. star-free) subsets of S and S$ for arbitrary
monoids (S, } ) and (S$, } ). In the case of recognizable subsets, the answer is given
by the following classical result. Given two subsets X/P(S), X$/P(S$), we
denote by XX$ the subset of P(S_S$) with as elements all finite unions of sets
of the form X_X$ with X # X, X$ # X$.
Lemma 1 [3, Theorem 1.5]. For arbitrary monoids (S, } ) and (S$, } ), we have
Rec(S_S$)=Rec(S)Rec(S$).
Hence we have the following elementary characterization of recognizable subsets
of Nm which will be used later on.
Proposition 2. Let X be a subset of Nm. Three assertions are equivalent:
1. X is recognizable;
2. X is a finite union of sets of the form
D(v, a)=[x # Nm | (\i # [1, ..., m])(_k # N) xi=ka i+vi], (2)
where v, a # Nm;
3. X is a finite union of sets of the form
A1_ } } } _Am , (3)
where each Aj can be written as Aj=vj+ajN, with vj , a j # N.
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5 Recall that for X/Nm, X*=[0] _ X _ (X+X ) _ (X+X+X ) _ } } } .
Proof. We first prove 2  3. This result is immediate, observing that
A1_ } } } _Am=D(v, a) with a=(aj)1 jm and v=(vj)1 jm .
We finally prove 1  3. By Lemma 1 it is sufficient to prove 1  3 when m=1.
Recall that in the one-dimensional case, rational and recognizable subsets coin-
cide; i.e., Rat(N)=Rec(N). This is a special case of the KleeneShu tzenberger
theorem (see, e.g., [4]). Since rational and semilinear subsets of N coincide,
recognizable subsets are exactly the finite unions of subsets of the form
u+[v1 , ..., vk]* with u, v1 , ..., vk # N. By using the identities (Y _ Z)*=Y*+Z*
for all Y, Z/N and [b]*+[c]*=Fb, c _ (kb, c+[gcd(b, c)]*) for all b, c # N,
where Fb, c (resp. kb, c) is a finite subset (resp. an element) of N, depending on b, c
(the first identity is a classical commutative rational identity [5]; the second iden-
tity follows readily from Bezout’s theorem), we can rewrite u+[v1 , ..., vk]* as a
finite union of sets of the form v+aN, with v, a # N. Thus 1  3. K
4. STAR-FREE SUBSETS OF Nm
The definition of star-free subsets extends that of star-free languages, seen as sub-
sets of free (noncommutative) monoids. Schu tzenberger’s characterization (see, e.g.,
[22]) of star-free languages in terms of aperiodic syntactic monoids and its exten-
sion to trace monoids [12] is a deep result. For star-free subsets of Nm, we next
give a much more elementary characterization, based on the following star-free
analogue of Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. For arbitrary monoids (S, } ) and (S$, } ), we have
Sf(S_S$)/Sf(S)Sf(S$).
Moreover, the equality holds if S and S$ admit finite sets of generators 7 and 7$,
respectively, such that e=+ (7S) and e$=+ (7$S$), where e, e$ denote the unit
elements of S, S$, respectively.
Proof. Clearly,
(i) Sf(S)Sf(S$)#Fin(S_S$), and
(ii) Sf(S)Sf(S$) is stable by union.
Let H, K # Sf(S), H$, K$ # Sf(S$). Since (H_H$)(K_K$)=HK_H$K$, we get that
(iii) Sf(S)Sf(S$) is stable by product.
Since + (H_H$)=+ H_S$ _ S_+ H$, S=+ < # Sf(S), and similarly, S$ # Sf(S$),
we get that
(iv) Sf(S)Sf(S$) is stable by complement.
Since Sf(S_S$) is the least subset of P(S_S$) that satisfies (i)(iv), we get that
Sf(S_S$)/Sf(S)Sf(S$), as announced.
To show that the equality holds under the assumption of the lemma, we have to
check that if H # Sf(S) and H$ # Sf(S$), then H_H$ # Sf(S_S$). Since H_H$=
(H_e$)(e_H$), it is enough to check that H_e$ # Sf(S_S$).
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Since e$=+ (7$S$), we have for all K/S, + K_e$=+ K_+ (7$S$)=+ (K_S$ _
S_7$S$), i.e.,
\ K_e$=\ \K_S$ _ .a$ # 7$ (e_a$)(S_S$)+ . (4)
We will also use the elementary identities, valid for all K, L/S, K$/S$,
(K _ L)_K$=K_K$ _ L_K$, (5)
KL_K$=(K_K$)(L_e$). (6)
Let H # Sf(S) be given by a finite expression involving the operations , +, } and
empty or one-element subsets of S. Properties (4)(6) allow us to rewrite H_e$ as
a finite expression involving the operators , +, }, and subsets of the form R_K$,
where R (resp., K$) is an empty, one element, or fulli.e., R=S (resp.,
K$=S$)subset of S (resp., S$). It remains to prove that for any such R, K$, we
have R_K$ # Sf(S_S$). If either R=<, or K$=<, or both R and K$ are one-
element subsets, or R=S and K$=S$, this is clear. It remains to consider the case
R=S and K$=[m$], with m$ # S$ (the dual case follows by symmetry). We have
R_K$=S_m$=(e_m$)(S_e$). Applying (4) again, we get S_e$=+ <_e$=
+ (a$ # 7$ (e_a$)(S_S$)), which shows that R_K$ is star-free. K
Let co&Fin(S) denote the class of subsets of S with finite complement. The fact
that the inclusion in Lemma 3 can be strict will be derived from the following
general observation.
Lemma 4. If G is a group, then
Sf(G)=Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G). (7)
Proof. The inclusion Sf(G)#Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G) is trivial. To show that
the equality holds, we have to check that Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G) is stable by the
Boolean operations, which is immediate, and also by the product. Let X,
Y # Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G). We distinguish the following cases.
 If X, Y # Fin(G), XY # Fin(G)/Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G).
 If X{< and Y # co&Fin(G), we have XY#mY, where m denotes any
element of X. The following assertions are equivalent:
z # \ (mY),
\y # Y, z{my
\y # Y, m&1z{ y
m&1z # \ Y;
thus, + (mY)=m + Y # Fin(G), i.e., mY # co&Fin(G). Since XY contains
mY # co&Fin(G), XY # co&Fin(G)/Fin(G) _ co&Fin(G).
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 The remaining case X # co&Fin(G) and Y{< follows by symmetry. K
The following counterexample shows that the inclusion in Lemma 3 can be strict.
Example 5. Consider the group G=Z2 and X=0_Z. By definition, X #
Sf(Z)Sf(Z), but X  Fin(Z2) _ co&Fin(Z2), and Fin(Z2) _ co&Fin(Z2)=
Sf(Z2) by Lemma 4.
The following proposition characterizes star-free subsets of Nm.
Proposition 6. Let X be a subset of Nm. Three assertions are equivalent:
1. X is star-free;
2. X is a finite union of sets of the form
K(I, v)=[x # Nm | xv, \i # I, xi=vi]=A(v) & C(I, v), (8)
where v # Nm, I/[1, ..., m];
3. X is a finite union of sets of the form
A1_ } } } _Am , (9)
where each Aj can be written as Aj=vj+a j N, with vj # N and aj # [0, 1].
Proof. We first prove 2  3. This result is immediate, observing that
A1_ } } } _Am=K(I, v) with I=[ j # [1, ..., m] | aj=0] and v=(vj)1 jm .
We finally prove 1  3. We note that Nm has a finite set of generators
7=[(1, 0, ..., 0), (0, 1, ..., 0), ..., (0, 0, ..., 1)], with [0]=+ (7+Nm). Thus, by
Lemma 3 Sf(Nm)=Sf(N) } } } Sf(N), and it is sufficient to prove 1  3 when
m=1. Let X denote the set of finite unions of sets of the form v+aN, with v # N,
a # [0, 1]. Clearly, v+0N=v and v+1N=v+N are star-free for N=+ < and
< # Fin(N). Thus, X/Sf(N). Since X is clearly closed under the Boolean opera-
tions and under +, and Fin(N)/X, we get Sf(N)/X. Thus, Sf(N)=X which
shows 1  3. K
We conclude this preliminary part by comparing all the classes of H.
Proposition 7. The classes X # H are ordered as shown, where an arrow X  Y
means that X/Y. (All the inclusions are strict for m1, except the inclusion
Rec(Nm)/Rat(Nm) which is strict for m2. Classes that are not connected by a
directed path are incomparable.)
Fin(Nm)  SCyl(Nm) z
Z Sf(Nm)  Rec(Nm)  Rat(Nm)
Triv(Nm)  Id(Nm) Z
Proof. The inclusions Fin / SCyl, Triv / Id, Triv / SCyl, are obvious. We
note that SCyl and Id are incomparable. Since SCyl _ Id/Sf by Proposition 6,
this implies that the inclusions SCyl/Sf, Id/Sf are strict.
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To show that Sf/Rec, it is enough to note that, trivially, Fin/Rec and that
Rec is closed by the Boolean operations and vector sum. The first closure property
is a classical result [3, Chap. III, Proposition 1.1], which holds in an arbitrary
monoid. The second closure property follows from the characterization of
recognizable subsets of Nm given in Proposition 2, point 2.
The inclusion Sf/Rec is strict; e.g., 2Nm is a recognizable subset which is not
star-free (by the characterization of Eq. (8)).
Classically, the inclusion Rec/Rat holds in an arbitrary finitely generated
monoid (see e.g., [3, Chap. 3]). The strict inclusion for Nm, m2, is well known
(e.g., this follows from characterization (3); consider the diagonal D=
(1, 1, ..., 1)*/Nm which is rational but not recognizable). K
Proposition 8. All the classes of H are stable by union and intersection. Sf,
Rec, Rat are stable by complement. Fin, Id, Sf, Rec, Rat are stable by sum.
Proof. The closure properties for Fin, SCyl, Id, Sf are automatic. The closure
of recognizable subsets by &, _, + is universal and elementary; it holds for an
arbitrary monoid and not only for Nm (see, e.g., [3]). The closure of rational sub-
sets of Nm by complement and intersection is classical (see, e.g., Eilenberg and
Schu tzenberger [7]). The other assertions are clear. K
5. PETRI NET LANGUAGES
With each of the above classes of subsets of Nm, we associate a class of Petri net
languages.
Definition 9. Let X # H. We say that a language L is a X-type Petri net
language if there exists a *-free labeled PN G=(N, l) with initial marking M0 and
set of accepting states F # X such that L=L(G, M0 , F ). We denote by LX the set
of X-type languages.
Remark 10. Some of these classes are well known in the literature:
v For X=Fin, we obtain the class LFin usually denoted L, following
Peterson.
v For X=Triv, all the reachable markings are accepted; thus, the associated
class LTriv coincides with the class P of Peterson (composed of prefix closed
languages).
v For X=Id, we obtain the class of weak languages, usually denoted G (in
which all the markings covering a finite set of markings are accepted).
v For X=LSCyl, we obtain a class of languages that was first considered
by Peterson [21], who called the final marking sets in SCyl incompletely specified.
It is also possible to consider classes of labeling functions other than the *-free:
v We define the subclasses of free PN languages Lf X by requiring the
labeling l: T  7 to be injective.
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v A 7-labeled Petri net G=(N, l) with initial marking M0 is deterministic if
for any w # 7* there exists at most one marking reachable in G from M0 while
generating w. The corresponding classes of deterministic PN languages will be
denoted Ld X.
v When we allow l to be erasing (i.e., when l is a map T  [*] _ 7), we
obtain the new class of arbitrary PN languages L* X.
It is clear that for all X # H, Lf X/LdX/LX/L*X. We will see in
Corollary 18 below that all these inclusions are strict.
The main result of this section consists in showing that for *-free and arbitrary
PN languages, the use of infinite sets of final markings (following the hierarchy out-
lined in the previous section) does not extend the corresponding classes of PN
languages. This result follows from the lemma below, which shows that *-labeled
transitions without output places do not increase the language-defining power of
*-free PN generators.
Lemma 11. Let G be an arbitrary labeled Petri net generator with a finite set of
final markings F # Fin. Assume that for all transitions t # T labeled by the empty
string it holds that Post( } , t)=(0 } } } 0). Then L(G, M0 , F ) # LFin.
Proof. We will show that there exists a *-free labeled generator G$ and a finite
set F$ of final markings such that L(G$, M0 , F$)=L(G, M0 , F ). Let T *=[t*1 , ..., t
*
r ]
be the set of transitions of G labeled by the empty string and let T 7=T"T *.
Without loss of generality we may assume that for all t* # T *, Pre( } , t*){(0 } } } 0)
since otherwise t* could be removed without changing the language of the net.
A firing sequence _ of G can always be written as
_=_*0 t1 _
*





i, 1 } } } t
*
i, ri
# (T *)* and ti # T 7. We say that such a sequence is minimal
if the * transitions are fired ‘‘as soon as possible,’’ formally, if for all i and for all




i, j ti is not firable. Clearly, possibly after
a finite number of moves of *-transitions (which does not modify the label), we may
assume that _ is minimal.
We claim that the length of the _*i factors in a minimal sequence is bounded by
a fixed integer q (depending on the net and the initial marking). Indeed, since
Post( } , t*)=(0 } } } 0), for all *-transitions t*, each firing of t* reduces the total num-
ber of tokens by at least one unit, and therefore, |_*0|q$ =
def p M0 (p). Next, for
i1 consider _"=_*0 t1 } } } ti&1_
*
i&1 , with M0 [_")M". Since t
*
i, j ti is not firable at
M", there exists a place pj such that M"(pj)<Pre(pj , t*i, j )+Pre(pj , t i). Let
Kp=sup t # T7, t* # T* [Pre(p, t
*)+Post(p, t)]. We have M"[ti )M$ with M$(pj)<Kpj .
Since every firing of a *-transition consumes at least one token in such a pj place,
we have |_*i |q" =
def p (Kp&1). Setting q=max(q$, q"), we obtain |_*i |q for all
factors _*i of a minimal sequence.
We introduce a new generator G$ with the same places and a new alphabet
of transitions: T $=T 7 _ T *T 7 _ } } } _ (T *)q T 7. For each new transition t$=
t*1 } } } t
*
r t, with t
*
i # T
*, t # T 7, we set Pre( }, t$)= i Pre( } , t*i )+Pre( } , t), Post( } , t$)=
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Post( } , t), l(t$)=l(t), so that the firing of t$ has the same precondition, effect, and
label as the consecutive firing of the sequence t*1 } } } t
*
r t in the original net.
Clearly, all the firable sequences of transitions of G$ correspond to firable sequen-
ces of transitions of the original net which, in addition, lead to the same marking.
Conversely, to each minimal sequence of the original net ending with a transition
t # T 7 corresponds a firable sequence of G$, which also leads to the same marking.
Moreover, this correspondence preserves labels.
We still have to take into account, however, the possibility that some minimal
sequence accepted by G may end with a sequence _*k of *-transitions. Since the
length of _*k is bounded by q we let
F$=F+ .
jq
V j, where V=[Pre( } , t*) | t* # T *]. K
Theorem 12. The classes of *-free PN languages are ordered as shown. (All the
inclusions are strict.)
LTriv(=P)  LId(=G)  LFin(=L)=LCSyl=LSf=LRec=LRat.
Proof. The first two inclusions are well known [16, 19]. Peterson [21] has
shown that LSCyl=LFin. To prove the other relations, note first that X/X$
implies LX/LX$. Hence, by Proposition 7 it follows that LFin/LSCyl/
LSf/LRec/LRat. We prove that LRat/LFin.
Let G be a Petri net generator with initial marking M0 and a linear set of final
markings F=v+[u1 , ..., ur]* (with v, u1 , ..., ur # Nm). Construct a new net G$ by
adding to G a set of r new *-transitions t*i with Pre( } , t
*
i )=ui and Post( } , t
*
i )=
(0 } } } 0). Consider F $=[v] as set of final markings for G$. It is easy to check that
L(G, M0 , F )=L(G$, M0 , F$). Even if G$ is an arbitrary labeled Petri net, Lemma 11
shows that L(G$, M0 , F$) # LFin. Now, let G be a Petri net generator with a semi-
linear set of final markings F. The semilinear set can be written as the union of a
finite number of linear sets F i. Now L(G, M0 , F )= i L(G, M0 , F i). But we have
shown that for all i, L(G, M0 , F i) # LFin and, since LFin is closed under union
[16], we have proved that LRat/LFin. K
Theorem 13. The classes of arbitrary PN languages are ordered as shown. (The
first inclusion is strict.)
L* Triv  L* Id  L* Fin=L* SCyl=L* Sf=L* Rec=L* Rat.
Proof. The first two inclusions are classical [16, 19], but it is not known if the
second is strict. The construction of the previous theorem may be used to prove
that L*Fin=L*Rat. K
6. DETERMINISTIC PETRI NET LANGUAGES
In this section we consider deterministic Petri net generators. We show that the
different classes of final marking sets create a proper hierarchy of deterministic
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languages similar to that described in Proposition 7. We also show that the comple-
ment of a deterministic language is a PN language.
Theorem 14. The classes of deterministic PN languages are ordered as shown.
(All inclusions are strict. Classes that are not connected by a direct path are incom-
parable.)
Ld Fin  Ld SCyl z
Z Ld Sf=LdRec  LdRat
LdTriv  Ld Id Z
Proof. Note first that X/X$ implies LdX/LdX$. Hence by Proposition 7, it
follows that LdFin/LdSCyl/LdSf/LdRec/LdRat, LdTriv/LdId/LdSf.
We are left to prove that the inclusions are strict and to prove that the other rela-
tions hold.
1. (LdTriv W3 Ld Fin). See [11].
2. (LdId W3 Ld Fin). See [11]. It also holds (LdId & LdFin=Rat), where
Rat denotes the set of regular languages [9].
3. (LdId W3 Ld SCyl). Since LdId W3 LdFin/Ld SCyl, it holds that
LdSCyl /3 LdId. We just need to prove that LdId /3 LdSCyl.
Consider the language L=[w # [a, b]* | (\sw) |s|a|s|b , |w|a|w| b+1].
L # LdId since it is the language of the net in Fig. 1a with F=A (1). We will prove,
by contradiction, that L  LdSCyl.
In fact, assume L=L(G$, M0 , F $) for a deterministic PN generator G$ with m
places and for a semicylindrical set F $= rj=1 C(Ij , vj). For i>0, let Mi be the
unique marking reached in G$ by generating the string ai. It is possible to extract
from the sequence M1 , M2 , ... a subsequence M:(1) , M:(2) , ... such that M:(k)<
M:(k+1) and such that there exists I/[1, ..., m] with (\i # I) M:(k) (i)=M:(k+1) (i),
and (\i  I) M:(k) (i)<M:(k+1) (i). Now let _ be the firing sequence from M:(1) such
that l(_)=b:(1). The same sequence _ may be fired from all markings M:(k) . Thus
we can write M:(k) [_) M $:(k) . Clearly M $:(k)<M $:(k+1) and (\i # I) M $:(k) (i)=
M $:(k+1) (i), while (\i  I) M $:(k) (i)<M $:(k+1) (i). Then M $:(1)  F $, while for all k>1,
M $:(k) # F $. Now for k>1 choose vjk # [v1 , ..., vr] such that M $:(k) # C(Ijk , vjk).
Clearly, Ijk /3 I; otherwise M $:(1) would be in C(Ijk , vjk) and, hence, would be final.
However, if Ijk"I{<, then M $:(k$)  C(Ijk , vjk) if k{k$. Hence there must exist an
infinite set of vectors vjk and this contradicts the hypothesis that r is finite.
FIG. 1. Two Petri nets.
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4. (LdFin / Ld SCyl) and (LdTriv / LdSCyl). Follow from the fact that
LdTriv/Ld SCyl and Ld Fin/LdSCyl, while LdTriv W3 Ld Fin.
5. (LdTriv / LdId). Follows from the fact that Ld Triv/LdSCyl and
LdId and Ld SCyl are incomparable.
6. (LdSCyl / LdSf) and (LdId / Ld Sf). Follow from the fact that LdId/
LdSf, Ld SCyl/LdSf, while Ld Id W3 Ld SCyl.
7. (LdSf=LdRec). Let L=L(G, M0 , F ) be the language generated by a
deterministic PN generator G with initial marking M0 and with recognizable set
F # Rec(Nm) of final markings. We will show how to construct a new labeled net
G$ such that L=L(G$, M $0 , F $ ) for a suitable choice of initial marking M $0 # Nm$
and final set F $ # Sf(Nm$).
We will first consider the case where F is a single subset of the form (2), i.e., the
final periodicity of each place pi (as in Proposition 2) is given by the integer ai ,
while the corresponding maximal integer is vi . Let P=[p1 , ..., pm] be the set of
places of G. The following algorithm may be used to construct the new generator G$.
begin
G$=G.
for i=1 to m do
if ai2 then
V Add to G$ a set of ai new places P inew=[p
j
i | 0 jai&1].
V The place p ji , with j=M0 (pi) mod ai , will contain one token. All other
new places will not be marked, while the places from P will be marked as
by M0 .
V for each transition t of G$ inputing to or outputing from place p i do
} Remove t.
} Add to G$ a set of ai new transitions T inew=[t
j | 0 ja i&1] with the
same label as t.
} The pre arcs of each new transition t j are as follows. If p  P inew
then Pre( p, t j)=Pre(p, t), else if p=p ji then Pre(p, t
j )=1, else
Pre(p, t j )=0.
} The post arcs of each new transition t j are as follows. If p  P inew then
Post(p, t j )=Post(p, t), else if p=p j $i , with j $=[Post(pi , t)&





This construction preserves the determinism. To each firing sequences _ of G
corresponds one and only one firing sequence _$ of G$ with the same label (and vice
versa). Furthermore, if M0 [_) M and M$0 [_$) M$ we have that (\pi # P)
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FIG. 2. Petri net obtained by modification of the net in Fig. 1a.
Then given a set F=D(v, a) as given by Eq. (2) we have that L(G, M0 , F )=
L(G$, M $0 , F$), where
F $=[M$ | (\i # I ) M$(pi)=vi and (\i  I ) M$(pi)vi
and if ai2 then M$(p jii )=1 and M$(p
j
i )=0 for j{ ji],
I=[i # [1, ..., m] | ai=0] and ji=vi mod ai . Since it is in the form of Eq. (8),
F $ # Sf.
As an example, consider the net in Fig. 1a with a recognizable set of final
markings F=[3+2k | k # N]. The generator G$ with marking M $0 , constructed
following the algorithm, is shown in Fig. 2. The star-free set of final markings for
G$ is F$=[M$ | M$(p1)3, M$(p11)=1].
If F is a finite union of sets Fr=D(vr , ar), we have to perform the same construc-
tion, replacing in the algorithm ai by the least common multiple a i of the (ar) i
associated with the different Fr , and taking for F$ the union of the sets,
F $r=[M$ | (\i # Ir) M$(pi)=(vr) i and (\i  Ir) M$(pi)(vr) i
and if (ar) i2 then M$(p ji )=1 for j # Jri , and M$(p
j
i )=0 for j  Jri],
where Ir=[i # [1, ..., m] | (ar) i=0] and Jri=[k # [0, ..., a i&1] | k mod(ar) i=(vr) i
mod(ar) i].
8. (LdRec / Ld Rat). Since Ld Sf=Ld Rec, it is sufficient to show that the
language L=[w # [a, b]* | |w|a=|w| b]that is, in Ld Rat, since it is accepted by
the deterministic net in Fig. 1b with F=[(k, k) | k # N]is not in LdSf. To show
this we will use the characterization of star-free sets given in Eq. (8).
In fact, assume L=L(G$, M0 , F$) for a deterministic PN generator G$ with a
star-free set F$=rj=1 K(Ij , vj). For i>0, let Mi be the unique marking reached in
G$ by generating the string ai. It is possible to extract from the sequence M1 , M2 , ...
a subsequence M:(1) , M:(2) , ... with M:(k)<M:(k+1) and with the property that
there exists a } # [1, ..., r] such that for all k the marking reached from M:(k) by
firing the string b:(k) belongs to K(I } , v } ). A legal move of infinite length that starts
from M:(1) is
M:(1)[_1) M$1 [_2) M$2 [_3) M$3 ... (10)
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with l(_1)=b:(1) and l(_k)=b:(k)&:(k&1) for k>1. It is possible to prove that each
of the firing sequences _k for k2 strictly decreases the token count in the subset
of places with index in I } . In fact, since M:(2)>M:(1) , a legal move as well is
M:(2) [_1) M"1 [_2) M2" ... .
Now M1">M$1 and, since M$1 # K(I } , v } ) is final while M1" is not final, then
M1" | I} >M$1 | I} , where | I} denotes the projection on the subset of places with index in
I } . Also, M2" # K(I } , v } ); hence M1" | I} >M$1 | I} =M2" | I} . This shows that the sequence
_2 reduces the token counts in the places with index in I } . A similar reasoning can
be applied to all other markings M:(k) and firing sequences _k for k>2. Hence, the
move given by (10) cannot be legal, clearly a contradiction. K
A further restriction of deterministic languages is given by free-labeled languages.
The use of different classes of sets of final markings leads to different classes of free-
labeled Petri net languages as well.
Theorem 15. The classes of free-labeled PN languages are ordered as shown. (All
inclusions are strict. Classes that are not connected by a directed path are incom-
parable.)
Lf Fin  Lf SCyl z
Z Lf Sf  Lf Rec  Lf Rat
Lf Triv  Lf Id Z
Proof. Note first that X/X$ implies Lf X/Lf X$. Hence by Proposition 7, it
follows that Lf Fin/Lf SCyl/Lf Sf/Lf Rec/Lf Rat and Lf Triv/Lf Id/
Lf Sf. We are left to prove that the inclusions are strict and to prove that the other
relations hold.
1. (Lf Triv W3 Lf Fin) and (Lf Id W3 Lf Fin). To prove this, we show that
(Lf Triv /3 Lf Fin) and (Lf Fin /3 Lf Id). Consider the free-labeled net G in
Fig. 3, and let F=[(0 0 1)]. One can immediately see that the language accepted
by G with final set Nm is L1=[a*] _ [ambcn | mn0], while the language
accepted by G with final set F is L2=[ambcm | m0]; hence L1 # Lf Triv and
L2 # Lf Fin.
FIG. 3. A free-labeled Petri net.
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We prove L1  Lf Fin by contradiction. In fact, assume L1=L(G$, M0 , F$) for a
free-labeled PN generator G$ and a finite set F$. For i0, let Mi be the unique
marking reached in G$ by generating the string ai. Since the labeling of G$ is free
and the single transition labeled a may fire infinitely often, then MiMj for i< j.
Furthermore, L(G$, Mi , F$){L(G$, Mj , F$) for i{ j; hence Mi<Mj for i< j. Thus
there are infinitely many Mi (i0) and all these markings must be final; hence F$
must be infinite, contradicting the assumption.
We prove L2  Lf Id by contradiction. In fact, assume L2=L(G$, M0 , F$) for a
free-labeled PN generator G$ and an ideal set F$. We can define M i (i0) as above
and we can show that Mi<Mj for i< j. Let _i be the sequence of transitions such
that l(_i)=bci. Now aibci # L2 ; hence Mi [_ i) Mi$ and Mi$ # F$. Choose any j>i;
since Mj>Mi , we have that Mj [_i) Mj$ and M j$>Mi$; hence Mj$ # F$. Thus the
string a jbci  L2 is also accepted, thus contradicting the assumption.
2. (Lf Id W3 Lf SCyl). Since Lf Id W3 Lf Fin/Lf SCyl it holds that
Lf SCyl /3 Lf Id. We just need to prove that Lf Id /3 Lf SCyl. This can been
done using the same language L considered in the proof of Theorem 14, part 3,
since L # Lf Id.
3. (Lf Fin / Lf SCyl) and (Lf Triv / Lf SCyl). Follow from the fact that
Lf Triv/Lf SCyl and Lf Fin/Lf SCyl, while Lf Triv W3 Lf Fin.
4. (Lf Triv / Lf Id). Follows from the fact that Lf Triv/Lf SCyl and
from the incomparability of Lf Id and Lf SCyl.
5. (Lf SCyl / Lf Sf) and (Lf Id / Lf Sf). Follow from the fact that
Lf If/Lf Sf, Lf SCyl/Lf Sf, while Lf Id W3 Lf SCyl.
6. (Lf Sf / Lf Rec). Consider the language L=[w # [a, b]* | (\sw) |s| a
|s|b and (_k # N) |w| a=|w|b+2k]. L # Lf Rec, since it is accepted by the free-labeled
net in Fig. 1a with F=[2k | k # N]. Assume L=L(G$, M0 , F $ ) for a free-labeled
PN generator G$ with a star-free set F $= rj=1 K(I j , v j). Consider the legal move
of infinite length of G$ : M0 [_) M1 [_) M2[_) M3 ..., where l(_)=a. Mi+1=
Mi+2 for some nonzero 2 # Nm, and, since the markings M0 , M2 , ... are final
while the markings M1 , M3 , ... are not final, it is clear that no two markings in the
infinite sequence M0 , M2 , ... may belong to the same K(Ij , vj). This contradicts the
assumption that r be finite.
7. (Lf Rec / Lf Rat). To prove this we may use the same language L con-
sidered in the proof of Theorem 14, part 8, since L # Lf Rat. K
Finally, we show that language containment remains decidable for all these new
deterministic classes. First, we prove that the complement of a deterministic PN
language is a PN language.
Theorem 16. Let Ld X with X # [Triv, Fin, Id, SCyl, Sf, Rec, Rat] be a
class of deterministic Petri net languages. Then co-Ld X =
def [+ L | L # Ld X]/
LFin.
Proof. Pelz has shown that co-Ld Triv/LFin [20]. Let G be a deterministic
PN generator, and let L=L(G, M0 , F ) with F # Rat. Let also L$=L(G, M0 , F $ )
(with F $=Nm) be the Triv-type language of G. Since L/L$, it follows that
+ L=+ L$ _ (L$"L). Now (L$"L)=L(G, M0 , + F ) and from Proposition 8 we know
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that + F # Rat; hence by Theorem 12 (L$"L) # Ld Rat/LFin. Since co-Ld Triv
/LFin, + L$ # L Fin. Finally, from the closure of LFin under union [16] it
follows that + L # LFin. K
Corollary 17. The containment problem ‘‘Is L/L$?’’ is decidable for
L # LFin and L$ # Ld Rat.
Proof. Indeed, L/L$ reduces to L & + L$=<. Since + L$ # LFin, LFin being
closed under intersection [16], this reduces to the emptiness problem for a
language L" # LFin, which reduces to the reachability problem known to be
decidable [25]. K
Corollary 18. Let X # H. Then
Lf X / Ld X / LX / L* X.
Proof. It is clear that for all X # H, Lf X/LdX/LX/L*X. Some of these
inclusions are already known to be strict. It has been shown in [14] that
LTriv / L* Triv and that LFin / L* Fin. With the same reasoning it is
immediate to show that LId / L* Id.
The other strict inclusions for X=Triv have been proved in [27]. The strict
inclusion Ld Id / LId follows from a result of [10], where is was shown that the
language L=[ambnc | m>n0] _ [a+b*] does not belong to Ld Id, while this
language is accepted by the *-free labeled net in Fig. 4 with the set of final markings
F=A(0 0 1 0 0) _ A(0 0 0 1 0) _ A(0 0 0 0 1).
The strict inclusions Lf X / Ld X for X # [Fin, Id, SCyl, Sf, Rec, Rat] follow
from the fact that Ld X contains all regular languages, while the regular language
L=ab2+ba cannot be in Lf X. In fact, the string ab is not final while ba is final,
but on free-labeled nets their firing yields the same marking.
The strict inclusions Ld X / LX for X # [Fin, SCyl, Sf, Rec, Rat] follow
from the fact that LX=LFin (see Theorem 12) and LFin is not closed under
complementation [16], while the complement of a language L # Ld X is in LFin
(see Theorem 16).
FIG. 4. A *-free labeled net.
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The strict inclusions LX / L* X for X # [SCyl, Sf, Rec, Rat] follow from the
fact that LX=LFin and L* X=L* Fin (see Theorem 13). K
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced new tractable classes of deterministic PN
languages, which allow the specification of rather general conditions on accepting
markings. As a future work we will study the complexity of decision procedures to
check the properties of interest (controllability, etc.) of discrete event systems
modeled by these classes of deterministic languages. Dually, the specification of a
(finite or infinite) set of initial markings leads to other related interesting classes of
PN languages.
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